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Abstract. The paper presents the results of experimental and numerical research focused on the reduction
of fuel consumption of vehicles driving one after another in a so-called platoon arrangement. The
aerodynamic parameters and safety issues were analyzed in order to determine the optimal distance between
the vehicles in traffic conditions. The experimental research delivered the results concerning the drag and
was performed for simplified model of two vehicles positioned in wind tunnel equipped with aerodynamic
balance. The additional numerical analysis allowed investigating the pressure and velocity fields as well as
other aerodynamics parameters of the test case.

1 Introduction
The basic role of platooning in driving at a short
intermediate distance between the vehicles in tandem
arrangement results in a considerable reduction in drag
coefficient and finally fuel consumption for the cars.
Results of other researches showed also that 20% of
emission reduction, 10% reduction in death rate and
a smoother traffic flow with potential increase in traffic
flow can be achieved through vehicle platooning. On the
other hand, by growing the traffic complexity, the action
of one vehicle may affect all the others vehicles in
a group. Therefore, safety limits of distance of one car to
another vehicle become a challenge. Aerodynamic
parameters of two objects (cubes, cylinders, other
shapes) in platooning arrangement were investigated
previous by many researchers [1-5]. From these research
the drag coe�cient of the follower body was bigger than
that of the leading one at near inter-vehicle distances.
Research on the effect of vehicles spacing on the drag
coefficient with vehicles in platooning was published by
Zabat et al. [1]. For all cases, the drag coefficient of the
follower object was bigger than that of the leader one at
close inter-vehicle distances (x/L < 0.35). Browand,
Hammache et al. [4, 5] have investigated the interaction
of two truck vehicles with various combinations of
bodies geometry. They observed, that for the cases with
sharp corners in front of the leading vehicle, the drag
coefficient of the leading body is higher than that of the
one in isolation. Watkins and Vino [6] have studied the
e�ect of distances between two vehicles on the lift and
drag coe�cients. Their experiment showed that the drag
force of the follower body increases for spacing of 0.11.0, compared to the corresponding drag value of
a single body in isolation. Mirzaei et. al. [7, 8]
*

numerically analysed the e�ect of inter-vehicle distance
on the ow structure of two vehicles in platoon. Large
Eddy Simulations were made for two Ahmed bodies for
three inter-vehicle distances, x/L = 0.3, 0.5 and 1 at Re =
30000. A sudden increase of the drag coe�cient was
observed for the follower with x/L = 0.5, compared to
the drag value of a single body in isolation.
The objective of this paper is to provide a detailed
experimental and numerical analysis of the flow
interactions of vehicles driving one after another in a socalled platoon arrangement. The main aim is to clarify
the increase of the drag force of the follower vehicle at
some particular close distances, found in the experiment
part of the present investigation. Accurate numerical
simulations at three different distances are performed to
describe the flow structures around the body and to
hopefully obtain more information about the reasons
causing the change of the drag coefficient.

2 Description of the work
The research concerns numerical and experimental
investigations of the pressure and velocity fields as well
as other aerodynamics parameters between two vehicles
in platoon arrangement. The vehicles are represented by
Ahmed bodies [9]. Two identical bodies are used as the
test models. The Ahmed body is one of the most popular
models employed as a simplified vehicle shape to predict
the fundamental flow physics associated with vehicles’
wake. The original shape of the body and flow structure
around it can be found in [9]. The dimension of the
analysed bodies used in the research are 261×97,25×72
mm (LxWxH) and the frontal area is 0.007m2. The slant
angle is set to 25 degrees. The distance between the
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bodies S is varied in the range of S=0÷1.2L (L is the
body length). The investigation of both of the bodies
(leading or trailing) are compared to the drag coefficient
of a single body in isolation.

second order and second-order discretisation schemes
were used for both the convection terms and the viscous
terms of the governing equations. Convergence was
monitored carefully and the iterations were terminated
when all residuals showed no further reduction with
increasing number of iterations.
Air at normal conditions was the fluid medium.
Velocity-inlet boundary condition type was assigned to
the inlet with velocity magnitude normal to the boundary
equal 8 m/s (corresponding to experiment) and 88 m/s
(representing the real traffic situation for ReL=1,4×106).
The outlet of the computational domain was defined as
pressure-outlet with ambient static pressure. Wall with
no slip shear condition and no roughness was assigned to
the remaining surfaces (car models and wind tunnel
walls).
The meshing process was performed using ANSYS
Meshing 18.1. Tetrahedral (TET) elements were used to
discretize the computational domain. Figure 2 shows part
of the grid distribution in the vicinity and on the Ahmed
bodies. The size function was set to UNIFORM in order
to obtain the most regular mesh. Moreover the maximal
face size as well as maximal TET size constrains were
set to the value of 50mm. Additional face sizing on
surfaces representing car models was defined as 5mm
with 1.1 growth rate in order to refine the mesh in the
vicinity of the analysed Ahmed bodies. Such meshing
procedure was previously validated in [13]. The above
mentioned meshing settings resulted in the final mesh
consisting of approx. 600 thousand elements. The mesh
resolution was based on the mesh sensitivity analysis and
generation guidelines [14, 15]. The mesh quality was
also taken into consideration. The quality analysis
provides a metric that ranges between 0 and 1. A value
of 1 indicates a perfect element while a value of
0 indicates that the element has a zero or negative
volume. The element of the worst quality generated
throughout the entire research (ten meshes) was
characterized by the quality index of 0.16 and therefore
it was assumed that the mesh did not affect the numerical
stability of the computational model. The near-wall
region in a turbulent boundary layer was considered by
y+ >30.

2.1 Experimental setup
The experimental measurements are made in the opencircuit wind tunnel facility of the Institute of Thermal
Machinery, Czestochowa University of Technology. The
test section of the wind tunnel is characterized by crosssection of 1m2 and 10m length. The maximum inlet
velocity of air in the wind tunnel is 8m/s resulting in the
Reynolds number of 1,4 × 105, based on the length of the
body. Air pressure and temperature are measured
continuously during wind tunnel operation. Schematic
view of the test section is presented in Figure 1. The
vehicle models (Ahmed bodies) are made of wood and
are aligned with the direction of the wind in the tunnel.
The loads on the bodies are measured with an
aerodynamic balance, which is located under the tunnel
floor and is attached to the body through a holder.
One car is attached to the balance and the other one
can move longitudinally (through traversing system)
along the wind tunnel axis to achieve different vehicle
spacing configurations.

Fig. 1. Schematic side view of the test section

2.2 Numerical simulations
The simulations were performed with the commercial
CFD code ANSYS Fluent 18.1. Two identical
computational models (except for the distance between
the vehicles and the inlet velocity) were used for all
analysed cases. The size of the computation domain is
2.0m long, 0.75m wide and 0.75m high. The distance of
the inlet plane to the single or leading car was set to
0.5m.
The bottom surface of the Ahmed bodies are located
at 0.02m above the ground. The solver was configured as
pressure-based and the analysis were performed for
steady state. The 3D steady RANS equations were
solved with the standard k– ε model. The choice of the
standard k– ε model was made based on a previous
extensive validation study for the aerodynamics of
vehicles [10 - 12].
Pressure–velocity coupling was taken care of by the
SIMPLEC algorithm based on the relation between
velocity and pressure to enforce mass conservation and
to obtain the pressure field. Pressure interpolation was

Fig. 2. Computational domain with Ahmed bodies.
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3 Results and discussions

towards the leader, move to the leader and become closer
to the middle of the gap.
a)

CFD simulations are performed based on the steady-state
Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes equations with the
standard k– ε model and standard wall function. The
simulations are validated based on a series of wind
tunnel measurements. Both CFD simulations and wind
tunnel measurements allowed ascertaining and
quantifying the upstream effect by a downstream car on
the drag of the first one.
Figure 3 shows the averaged drag coe�cient (CD) of
two identical Ahmed bodies measured for various
distances of the bodies in the range of 0 < x/L < 1.2,
where L is the body length. The drag coefficient values
are normalized with the drag of a single body in isolation
and are presented for the leader and the downstream
vehicle. The experiment is conducted at inlet velocity of
8m/s. CFD simulations are conducted at two inlet
velocity of 8m/s and 88m/s (Figure 3b). The comparison
of the results (Figure 3a) shows a good agreement
between the data and the maximum di�erence is approx.
10%. Only for the configuration when bodies are at the
closest distance (x/L = 0.2) differences of results are
more significant. As inferred from the gure 3b, the drag
coefficient variations show similar trends when the
velocity increases from 8m/s to 88m/s. The drag value of
the leader decreases about 10% by increasing the
distance in the range of x/L = 0.2 − 0.5. Then it starts to
increase and approach towards a single body drag. More
interesting results can be noticed for the downstream
vehicle. In spite of locating the first vehicle in the wake
region of the leader in which, the drag force of the
downstream body is expected to be reduced compared to
the value of the single body in isolation (the concept of
the platooning), the drag increases to almost 20% higher
value than the drag of a single body. Signicant amount
of drag coefficient increase is observed in the range of
x/L = 0.2 − 0.5, where the drag value of the downstream
vehicle increases from 5% less than for a single body at
x/L = 0.2 to 20% more than that at x/L = 0.5. The
numerical simulations of the present study performed for
three di�erent inter-body distances of S = 0.5W, 1.5W
and 2.5W are described. The distances are selected
within the regions where the increase or decrease of the
drag coefficient starts and reaches the maximum value.
The ow characteristics are compared and thoroughly
discussed for all three di�erent gaps on the base the
static pressure and velocity fields. The similar trend can
be found in both numerical and experimental predictions.
Figure 4 compares the averaged static pressure
distribution on the symmetric plane for single Ahmed
body and three di�erent inter-body distances for two
inlet velocities 8m/s and 88m/s. The contours present the
wake regions in the gap between the bodies, behind the
downstream vehicle and also region in front of the
objects. The vortical structures, one over the other one,
can be noticed in the gap of the bodies for three
distances. For S = 0.5W, these vortical regions are small
and attached to the downstream body. Increasing the
distance to S=1,5W, two vortices are still attached to the
downstream vehicle. The vortices are stretched out

b)

Fig. 3. Averaged normalized drag coefficient CD/CD0 (CD0 drag
value of a single body in isolation) of two Ahmed bodies for
various inter-vehicle distances. Comparison of numerical
simulation results and experimental data (a) and comparison of
numerical results for velocities 8m/s and 88m/s (b).

Increasing the distance of the bodies and therefore,
growing the size of the wake behind the leader, reduces
the pressure in the center of the gap and produces a lowpressure suction area which biases the shear layers
towards the center. On the other side, the size of the
follower’s wake does not change by increasing the
distance of the bodies. Increasing the distance of the
bodies would eventually increase the pressure over the
follower’s body. The streamlines are distributed more
uniformly around the leader and the high-pressure
impingement zone moves towards the middle of the
downstream vehicle frontal face. According to the Figure
4, the pressure variations show similar trends when the
velocity increases from 8m/s to 88m/s. The
time-averaged velocity for three di�erent gaps of the
bodies is plotted in Figure 5. It is also displays the flow
field for the single isolated body. These pictures show
how increasing the distance of the bodies stretches out
the vortical region behind the leader. With increasing the
distance, the recirculation zone is biased to the ground
and the low-pressure region and the ow impingement
point on the follower thus move to the center of the
frontal surface.
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a)

a)

b)

b)

Fig. 4. Averaged static pressure distribution around two
Ahmed bodies for various inter-vehicle distances on the
symmetric plane. The numerical results at different velocities
8m/s (a) and 88m/s (b).

Fig. 5. Mean velocity field around two Ahmed bodies for
various inter-vehicle distances. The numerical results at
different velocities 8m/s (a) and 88m/s (b).
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4 Conclusions
This paper describes the detailed experimental and
numerical analysis of the effect of inter-vehicle distance
in the platoon arrangement on the mutual ow
interactions. The main attention was concerned with the
signicant increase of the drag coefficient of the
follower at some particular close distances, found in the
experiment part of the present investigation. Accurate
numerical simulations at three di�erent inter-body
distances are performed to describe the ow structures
around the body and to obtain more information about
the reasons causing the increase of the drag coefficient.
The main findings from this study are:

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

 Complex flow fields have been numerically
visualized showing various velocity and pressure fields
formed at different regions.

14.

 The flow structures in the wake region behind the
downstream Ahmed vehicle is more or less the same for
all the analysed cases (x/L = 0.2-1.2).
15.

 The recirculation zone is formed in the gap
between two Ahmed vehicles and the interaction
between the flow on the top of vehicles and the flow
inside the gap region is very weak especially for x/L =
0.2. When the gap size increases further the strong
interaction is observed between the flow on top of the
two vehicles and the flow inside the gap region.
 Comparison of various ow characteristics
revealed that a signicant change in ow structure
between the vehicles in the platoon with 0.3<x/L<1.2 is
the underlying reason for the increase in drag coefficient.
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